Admissions Notice 2011-12

The ICT (estd. 1993), formerly called UDCT/UITC, Mumbai is a world-renowned Deemed University funded by the State of Maharashtra, receiving various grants and projects from the UGC, DAE, DBT, DST and other agencies, and Indian and foreign industries, with several Centres of Excellence Centres of Advanced Studies in Chemical Engineering, Food Engineering and Technology, Pharmaceutical Science and Technology, Physico-Chemical Aspects of Textiles, Fibres, Dyes & Polymers; UGC Networking Resource Centre in Chemical Engineering; DBT-ICT Centre in Energy Bio-sciences; ICT-DAE Centre in Chemical Engineering Education and Research; Centre for Green Technology and National Centre for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (shared with U of Mumbai). It is rated as number one in Chemical Engineering and Technology in India, also as number one among all non-USA universities and is in the top 10 in these areas in the world, according to Georgia Tech surveys over the years and this year also. Research has been an integral part of ICT, with state-of-the-art research facilities, and hostel facilities. The faculty is highly accomplished, with multi-disciplinary interests and decorated with national and international awards and honours, having live connections with industry. All leading foreign universities and industries seek ICT graduates.

Applications are invited for admission to various postgraduate programmes as follows:

Forms are available at ICT and on website


3. Ph.D. (Sci.) Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics
4. QIP Masters and Ph.D.’s admissions for full time regular/ permanent teachers from AICTE approved colleges/ Institutes.
5. Ph.D. (Tech.) under UGC Networking Resource Centre for Chemical Engineering

Extended last date for receiving applications

M.Tech. : May 10, 2011
M.Chem.Engg. : No Extension
M.E. (by paper) : June 15, 2011
M.Phrarm. : June 15, 2011
M.Sc. (by paper) : June 15, 2011
M.Tech. : June 15, 2011
Ph.D. (Tech.) all branches : June 15, 2011
Ph.D. (Sci.) all branches : June 15, 2011

The late table for Written Test and/or Interview will be displayed on website in due course of time.

The candidates who will be appearing for the qualifying examination in Summer 2011 may also apply.

GATE/GPAT qualified students are admitted to Master’s courses with UGC/DBT fellowships. Ph.D. candidates will be admitted against available fellowships under SAP, other Govt. scholarships and sponsored projects, numbering more than 160.

For details & syllabus for the written test for each course see Website

IMPORTANT NOTE: UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS FOR B. CHEM. ENGG., B. TECH. (7 BRANCHES) AND B.PHARM WILL BE CONDUCTED SEPARATELY BY & AT ICT (AS DEEMED UNIVERSITY) FROM 2011-12

Mumbai-400019
Date: 15-4-2011

REGISTRAR